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We promote evidence-based public health policies and organize 

campaigns with diverse communities and youth against the alcohol 

industry’s harmful practices.

• Charge for Harm

• Stop Alcopops & Alcoholic Energy Drinks

• Reduce Alcohol Advertising

• Support State Control

ALCOHOL JUSTICE - The Industry Watchdog
formerly Marin Institute



The 1980’s. And so it began…

30 years later, we know what 

does not change behavior:

– Mass media campaigns 

(including drink-driving 

campaigns)

– Warning labels and signs

– Industry voluntary self-regulation 

codes

– Education and information

Babor, et al. Alcohol: No ordinary commodity. Research & public policy. (2010).



The Problem

• Increased exposure to alcohol advertising leads 
to earlier onset of drinking, increased 
consumption, and favorable attitudes towards 
producers.

• Researchers have criticized these campaigns for 
vagueness, pro-drinking sentiment, and 
increasing the industry’s favor with the general 
public.

• Findings have not demonstrated “drink 
responsibly” messages are effective in achieving 
public health outcomes.



Goals and Methods

• To describe the industry’s use of “drink 

responsibly” messages, we:

– Examined alcohol ads in magazines, on 

Facebook, and YouTube

• Message characteristics in product ads

• Industry-sponsored “drink responsibly” campaigns

– Compared the ads to industry self-regulatory 

advertising codes



Findings

1. Many brands use their own graphic logos

2. Messages are formatted to blend into ads, hide, or 

disappear

3. Action-oriented drinking terms are combined with 

brand names and undefined “responsibly”

4. Message size is tiny

5. Messages on Facebook and YouTube were tiny, if 

present; mostly nonexistent

6. Industry “campaigns” have devolved into one- shot 

press events and other public relations



Promotion - Graphic Logos



Message Format -

Mouse print is 

faint, low-contrast, 

tiny type, often 

buried out of easy 

sight in ads1,2

1 Mouseprint.org. Background. 2006. Available at: www.mouseprint.org/about. 
2 Portigal, S. Interacting with advertising. Interactions. March-April 2009. Vol. 16(2):52-53. 

Mouse print

http://www.mouseprint.org/about


Message Content - Vague

Drink

Sip

Enjoy

Discover

Celebrate

Fiesta

Play

responsibly  (brand name)



Message Size & Proportion

In the magazines we 

reviewed, “drink 

responsibly” 

messages 

represented an 

average of 0.33% of 

the total ad inches.



Facebook - Svedka



Facebook - Svedka 



Facebook - Budweiser



Facebook - SKYY



Facebook - Four Loko





“Campaigns” or Public Relations





Spending

• The alcohol industry spent $1.684 billion on 
measured advertising and promotion in 20101

• Anheuser-Busch InBev says it has spent $830 
million since 1982 on responsibility programs 
and advertising, an average of $28.6 million per 
year2

• Member distillers give an average of $8.75 
million to fund Century Council alcohol 
education programs annually3

1 Center on Alcohol Marketing and Youth, Nielsen Monitor Plus (2010)
2 Anheuser-Busch. Corporate Responsibility. History. http://www.beeresponsible.com/history.html.
3 The Century Council. FAQ. http://www.centurycouncil.org/faq

http://www.beeresponsible.com/history.html


Policy Recommendations

• Industry should stop putting “drink responsibly” messages in 
any of its ads.

• Industry should not be allowed to insert brand/company 
names into any messages or ads intended to be pro-health.

• Industry trade group’s advertising training summits should 
include public health/public interest representation.

• Independent, external, third-party ad review body

• Objective standards for judging content and format of all ads

• Enforcement power and mechanism for serious penalties 
beyond pulling ads



We understand.

And we demand that industry stop using 

false, ineffective prevention messages to 

increase positive public perception, 

credibility, and sales of its brands.
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